
HIGH-SPEED MLOCR LETTER AND FLATS SORTER

VANTAGE

Speed, piece-level tracking and
leading OCR technology deliver
the consistently high overall
throughput needed to meet even
the toughest SLAs.

Fast Flexible Upgradeable
Modular and scalable design
allows functionality to be added
to meet sorting needs as they
grow.

Right-sized combination of
pockets and innovative options
to meet letter or mixed mail
sorting needs.



The Vantage difference is in the data

Sort more efficiently with optional IntelliScheme-
generated dynamic sort schemes

Comprehensive data integration into national postal
systems or commercial business management
platforms

OCR capabilities successfully sort both machine-
printed and handwritten mail pieces

Easy to operate and service

Longer life components contribute to enhanced
performance and lower cost of ownership

Mail stack capacity LED status and tray label
pushbuttons are located on each bin

Built-in diagnostic tools make the Vantage easy to
operate and troubleshoot if needed

Proven technology for a strong ROI

15-year guaranteed product life expectancy

75 million mailpieces between Flexline Stacker
Preventative Maintenances (PMs)

45 million mailpieces between front end PMs

Vantage productivity-enhancing options

WABCR/MLOCR with handwriting capabilities

Inbound/outbound processing 

Separator card detector

Double detector

Selective mailpiece opener

Dual lane in-line weigh-on-the-fly scale

MERLIN® standards grading

Flexible tier pocket configuration

Full service Intelligent Mail® barcode track-and-
trace 

Innovative bin design reduces operator fatigue

Utmost flexibility

The BlueCrest Vantage sorting solution gives
you the freedom to design a system that meets
the specific needs of your organization. Right
size a combination of pockets and integrated
tray racks using one, two, three or four tier
pockets in a single-sided or double-sided
footprint.

Increase efficiency by automating more
processes with consistently high throughput and
valuable mailpiece data capture capabilities.
With the Vantage sorter, you’ve got a powerful,
scalable solution with the flexibility to meet your
unique sorting needs, today and in the future.



Predictable throughput 

The Vantage sorter combines speed, intelligence and endurance to
achieve consistent high overall throughput. Each individual part is
chosen for maximum performance and durability, delivering more
consistent operation and less downtime. Innovative feeder
technology lets you sort mailpieces with a variety of thicknesses
while maintaining a consistently high throughput speed.
Sophisticated camera assembly provides superior mail image
stability. An onboard camera with lighting and an air burst blowing
system eliminates mail dust build-up, for a clean image area and
consistently high-level OCR read rates day in and day out.

Automate more types of mail

The modular and ergonomic designed FlexLine pocket system
features enhanced mail stacking technologies and is optimized for
height and reach. Available in two-, three-, or four-tier configurations
in single or double-sided with U-Turn, the Vantage sorter fits the
unique needs of your mailroom. For ease of operation, mail stack
capacity display and tray label pushbutton are located on each bin.

The Mixed Mail Stacker (MMS) technology is ideal for processing
thicker mail or mail with broader characteristics and mail handling
sensitivities. A wide range of mail can be processed, from postcards
to business flats. With exceptional readability and system uptime,
your operation will see increased productivity, efficiency, and cost
savings.

Vantage Mixed Mail Stacker helps quickly and cost-effectively process all types of mail. 



FLEX TIER MIXED MAIL STACKER

MAILPIECE LENGTH (MAX) 11.5" / 292mm 13.9" / 353mm

MAILPIECE HEIGHT (MAX) 6.375" / 162mm 12.0" / 305mm

THICKNESS (MAX) 0.025"/6.35mm 0.39" / 10 mm

WEIGHT (MAX) 4 oz. / 113.4g 16 oz. / 454g

SPEED (#10 LETTERS) 46,300 pieces per hour 36,000 pieces per hour

SPEED (POSTCARDS) 50,000 pieces per hour 50,000 pieces per hour

FEEDER MAGAZINE CAPACITY 92" / 2.34m 92" / 2.34m

CONFIGURATION 2, 3 or 4 Tiers
Single sided or double sided

1 tier
Single sided or double sided

KEY SPECIFICATIONS

Vantage Software Options Our Service Promise

SupportLink remote diagnostic tool  
SiteVue webcam solution tool
Phone Home proactive problem report tool

We believe in a client-centered approach where your goals are
our goals and we are committed to driving positive outcomes for
your business. Service is more than just fixing broken machines.
To thrive, service needs to be a strategy. The “BlueShirt
Excellence” promise from our service technicians, engineers and
support team makes sure your People, Process and Technology
are all working together.  Vantage service options include:

From Data Through Delivery  

Vantage is part of the BlueCrest technology portfolio that covers the entire print and mail workflow. From "data through
delivery", with BlueCrest solutions your operations will work seamlessly. Together with our commitment to continuous
improvement, innovation and unmatched technical and maintenance support you can count on BlueCrest.

BlueCrest, the Corporate logo and Vantage are trademarks of BlueCrest or a BlueCrest subsidiary. 
All other trademarks are the property of their respective owners. ©2022 BlueCrest (a d/b/a of DMT Solutions
Global Corporation). All rights reserved.

BlueCrest 
37 Executive Drive, 
Danbury, CT 06810
www.bluecrestinc.com

Understand equipment usage and capacity 
Streamline the workforce and free up your facility footprint
Increase throughput while maintaining accuracy and
compliance

SortEngine 360 connects your business network with multi-
application capability, interface flexibility, data processing
modules, data management, and security and control.
Connecting letters, flats, parcels, and other sorting systems
through a common interface for configuration, operation,
decision rules, and data gathering, results in valuable insights
that can help you to: 


